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Propositional model counting (MC) and its extensions as well as applications in the area of
probabilistic reasoning have received renewed attention in recent years. As a result, also the need for
quickly solving counting-based problems with automated solvers is critical for certain areas. In this
paper, we present experiments evaluating various techniques in order to improve the performance
of parallel model counting on general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs). Thereby, we
mainly consider engineering efficient algorithms for model counting on GPGPUs that utilize the
treewidth of a propositional formula by means of dynamic programming. The combination of
our techniques results in the solver GPUSAT3, which is based on the programming framework
Cuda that –compared to other frameworks– shows superior extensibility and driver support. When
combining all findings of this work, we show that GPUSAT3 not only solves more instances of the
recent Model Counting Competition 2020 (MCC 2020) than existing GPGPU-based systems, but
also solves those significantly faster. A portfolio with one of the best solvers of MCC 2020 and
GPUSAT3 solves 19% more instances than the former alone in less than half of the runtime.
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1 Introduction
Counting problems have perceived increasing interest in recent years. One of these problems
that is well-studied is MC, which aims at counting the number of satisfying assignments of a
given propositional formula. In fact, MC is canonical [3, 46] for the complexity class #P
and there are a list of applications and variants thereof. Among those variants, extensions
of the problem have been studied that involve, e.g., projecting satisfying assignments to
certain variables or weighting variables, which enables applications like quantitative reasoning
via Bayesian networks and other structures, e.g., [48, 9, 14]. Interestingly, there are also
intensive studies focusing on approximation variants of MC, e.g., [7, 18, 6], whose goal is to
approximate the number of satisfying assignments within a certain approximation factor.
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There are a list of solvers stemming from different technologies and approaches. These
solvers have been pushed towards their limits with the help of a dedicated competition [22] for
model counting. Among the different approaches, powerful solvers emerged based on caching,
knowledge compilation, and parameterized complexity, e.g., [11, 51, 42, 47, 12, 44, 39, 49, 15].
Notably, for model counting, also techniques for parallel solving proved successful [5, 40].
Among those parallel solvers there are also solvers [28, 29] that utilize modern consumer
general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs). Those existing GPGPU-based imple-
mentations are based on dynamic programming on a tree decomposition of different graph
representations of a propositional formula. One particular graph representation [47], namely
the so-called primal graph representation1, proved successful since it is employed in the
latest GPGPU-based implementation for MC, referred to by GPUSAT2 [29], but also in
other solvers [8, 34, 27, 15, 16]. In this work, we take up this idea and systematically study
improvements from the perspective of algorithm engineering in order to significantly speed up
counting models of a propositional formula on GPGPUs. Our approach is an implementation
that follows the existing implementation GPUSAT2, but we use the GPGPU framework
Cuda instead of OpenCL since Cuda enables a more detailed and systematic performance
analysis and hardware monitoring capabilities.
Contributions. We present a novel system GPUSAT32 that comprises the following new
techniques and contributions. (i) We introduce a new clause representation, called compact
clause form (CCF), that allows us to check whether a partial assignment satisfies a clause by
only two binary bit operations that can be efficiently implemented in hardware. (ii) Then,
we enhance dynamic programming, which is designed to combine results (tables) of “local”
computations, by global caching. Thereby we maintain a global cache on the GPGPU that is
shared among different local tables in order to prevent copy overhead between the GPGPU
memory and main memory (RAM) whenever possible. (iii) Further, we show the benefit
of Cuda framework tuning, where we focus on quantifying the effect of pinned memory,
a technique designed for reducing transfer overhead between GPGPU memory and RAM.
(iv) Finally, we perform a study over existing libraries for computing tree decompositions in
order to quantify the effect of those decomposers on the actual solving performance. These
techniques and variants are systematically analyzed and presented individually. Then, the
performance results involving the full system GPUSAT3 is given at the end. For the sake of
presentation, related work is discussed in-place where suitable and applicable.
2 Preliminaries
Let α be a bit vector ⟨b0, . . . , bn−1⟩, which is a sequence consisting of n many bits that are
integers between 0 and 1. Then, we refer to the i-th bit for position 0 ≤ i < n by αi := bi.
We use the bit-wise XOR operator ⊕ and the bit-wise AND operator & in the usual meaning.
Further, we define the integer value of α by val(α) :=
∑
0≤i≤n−1 2i · αi.
Propositional Satisfiability (SAT)
A literal is a propositional variable x or its negation ¬x. A clause is a finite set of literals,
interpreted as the disjunction of these literals. A (CNF) formula is a finite set of clauses,
interpreted as a conjunction of the clauses. Let F be a formula. Then, we refer to a
1 The primal graph of a propositional formula distinguishes as vertices the variables of the formula and
there is an edge between two variables, whenever those variables appear together in at least one clause.
2 GPUSAT3 including benchmark data [26] is open source; available at github.com/vroland/GPUSAT.
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set S ⊆ F by a sub-formula (of F ). For a clause c ∈ F , let var(c) consist of all variables
occurring in c and var(F ) :=
⋃
c∈F var(c). Without loss of generality, we assume for
every c ∈ F that |c| = |var(c)|, i.e., no variable appears twice in a clause. An assignment
(over V ⊆ var(F )) is a mapping A : V → {0, 1}. The formula F [A] under A is obtained by
removing all clauses from F that contain a literal set to 1 by A and removing from remaining
clauses all literals set to 0 by A. An assignment A is satisfying if F [A] = ∅. The problem
MC asks to count the number of satisfying assignments over var(F ) of a formula F .
▶ Example 1. Consider the formula F := {c1, c2, c3} with c1 := a∨b∨¬c, c2 := ¬b∨¬a, and
c3 := a ∨ ¬d. Then, A1 := {a 7→ 1, b 7→ 0} and A2 := {a 7→ 0, c 7→ 0, d 7→ 0} are satisfying,
i.e., F [A1] = F [A2] = ∅. In total, there are 7 satisfying assignments over {a, b, c, d} of F .
Tree Decompositions (TDs), Treewidth, and Dynamic Programming
A tree decomposition (TD) of a given graph G is a pair T = (T, χ) where T is a rooted tree
and χ is a mapping which assigns to each node t ∈ V (T ) a set χ(t) ⊆ V (G), called bag, such
that: (i) V (G) =
⋃
t∈V (T ) χ(t) and E(G) ⊆ { {u, v} | t ∈ V (T ), {u, v} ⊆ χ(t) }; and (ii) for
each r, s, t ∈ V (T ), such that s lies on the path from r to t, we have χ(r) ∩ χ(t) ⊆ χ(s). We
let width(T ) := maxt∈V (T ) |χ(t)| − 1. The treewidth tw(G) of G is the minimum width(T )
over all TDs T of G. The primal graph GF [47] of a formula F has as vertices its variables
and two variables are joined by an edge if they occur together in a clause of F . For brevity, we
refer by treewidth of a formula to the treewidth of its primal graph. For a given node t ∈ T of
the primal graph GF , we let Ft := { c | c ∈ F, var(c) ⊆ χ(t) } be the clauses entirely covered
by χ(t). The formula F≤s denotes the union over all Ft for all descendant nodes t ∈ V (T )
of s. In other words, F≤s is the sub-formula of F containing all clauses entirely covered by a
bag χ(s) for s and any of its descendant nodes.
▶ Example 2. Recall F from Example 1. From the primal graph PF of F a TD T of PF with
nodes t1, t2, t3 can be constructed, where t3 with χ(t3) = {a} joins t1, t2 with χ(t1) = {a, b, c}
and χ(t2) = {a, d}. Intuitively, T allows to evaluate F in parts. So, when evaluating F = F≤t3 ,
we split into F≤t1 and F≤t2 , which refer to {c1, c2} and {c3}, respectively.
A solver based on dynamic programming for formulas evaluates the input formula F in
parts along a given TD of the primal graph GF . For each node t of the TD, results are
usually stored in a table τt. The approach works in four steps as follows:
1. Construct the primal graph GF of the input formula F .
2. Heuristically compute a tree decomposition T = (T, χ) of the primal graph GF .
3. Traverse the nodes in V (T ) in post-order. Thereby, at every node t, run an algorithm
for computing table τt. This algorithm takes as input the bag χ(t), the sub-formula Ft,
and previously computed tables for the child nodes of t. Such a table τt comprises rows
of the form ⟨A, c⟩, where A : χ(t) → {0, 1} is an assignment and c is an integer used
for counting. Each row ⟨A, c⟩ indicates that there are c many satisfying assignments
over var(F≤t) of F≤t that extend A. These pairs are carefully maintained for all the
different types of nodes; for details we refer to the literature [47, 29].
4. Print the model count by interpreting the result τn for the root n of T .
The worst-case runtime of such an algorithm for model counting is in O(2kkdN), where
k denotes the width of the primal graph, N refers to the number of nodes in the tree
decomposition, and d denotes the maximum number of occurrences in the clauses of the
input formula F over all variables of F [47].
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General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs)
General purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU ) is the practice of ex-
ploiting the massively parallel computing capabilities of graphics cards for non-graphical
and scientific applications. Historically, graphics hardware and drivers have been built with
only graphics rendering pipelines in mind [52]. But with a growing demand for accelerating
data-parallel programs, GPGPU frameworks like Cuda and OpenCL emerged. These
offer APIs for writing GPGPU programs (functions) without relying on graphics primitives.
Although frameworks aim to make programming applications for CPU and GPGPU more
seamless, their memory spaces and instructions are distinct: While the CPU can access the
host memory (RAM) and executes the host program, the GPGPU can only access GPGPU
memory (GPGPU RAM) and execute functions called kernels. The functionality of Cuda
and OpenCL largely overlaps. However, OpenCL is standardized and supports running
CPUs as well. In contrast, Cuda is a proprietary platform for NVIDIA GPGPUs only, but
Cuda is often perceived as a more mature ecosystem. This comprises tools like profilers and
runtime checkers, learning resources, but also driver support.
Dynamic Programming With GPGPUs. Dynamic programming as described above is
implemented in the solver GPUSAT2 [29], which heavily uses OpenCL and introduces
a framework for efficiently solving MC in parallel on GPGPUs. For GPUSAT2, besides
a simple implementation of storing tables via a fixed pre-allocated memory block, called
Array data structure, the authors have proposed an advanced data structure, referred to
by Tree, which is a binary search tree that can be manipulated in parallel by the GPGPU.
This solver also provides a heuristic that is used internally in order to decide whether to use
Array or Tree based on a tree decomposition width threshold.
Benchmarks
In order to systematically analyze performance, we use the following instances and hardware.
Benchmark Instances. We use the 200 instances of track 1 (private and public) of the 1st
International Competition on Model Counting (MCC 2020) [22] as the MCC2020-Track1
benchmark. For our final evaluation, we additionally incorporate the instances of track 2 of
MCC 2020 with variable weights stripped, making them unweighted. The 400 instances of
this combined benchmark set are referred to as MCC2020-Track1+2.
Benchmark Hardware. We run benchmarks on three different machines. Server: 2x Intel
Xeon Silver 4112@2.60GHz 128GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1180 8GB GPGPU RAM,
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS, Cuda 9.1.85. Desktop: Intel Core i7-9700@3.00GHz 16GB RAM,
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 8GB GPGPU RAM, Ubuntu 18.04 LTS, Cuda 11.0. Cluster:
Cluster of 44 nodes; 2x Intel Xeon E5-2680v3@2.50GHz, 256GB RAM, RHEL 7.9.
Server is used for running full benchmarks with various decomposers, as it provides
an environment that is not shared with other users and enough memory resources. For
detailed profiling, Desktop is employed due to the availability of a more current driver and
local access to the machine. Cluster is chosen for comparing different tree decomposition
libraries since it provides the resources needed to finish a massive amount of runs quickly.
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3 Algorithm Engineering and Hardware Utilization
While the existing GPGPU-based system GPUSAT2 delivers decent performance compared
with state-of-the-art model counters, a number of possible improvements as well as hardware-
specific potentials are left unexplored. In this section, we outline several algorithmic as
well as implementation-specific improvements for Step 3 of dynamic programming on tree
decompositions as defined in the preliminaries. We then systematically evaluate the impact
of these improvements, which finally leads to a new system GPUSAT3. Since GPUSAT3 is
based on Cuda, we can leverage tools and suitable workflows for a systematic analysis.
Next, we introduce a compact representation of clauses as bit vectors that allows us
to efficiently check for satisfiability on GPGPU hardware. Then, we describe a global
caching scheme for result tables such that GPUSAT3 avoids superfluous transfers between
host memory (RAM) and GPGPU memory (VRAM). Lastly, we show that using the so-
called pinned memory of Cuda, while introducing some overhead, benefits performance by
increasing data transfer speed between host and GPGPU.
Compact Clause Form (CCF)
Clearly we cannot hope that GPUSAT3 solves instances of arbitrarily large treewidth. Since
GPUSAT3 is based on dynamic programming aiming for utilizing reasonably small treewidth,
we therefore restrict ourselves to instances below a reasonable threshold like treewidth 64.
This allows us to build a clause data structure that is more optimized for satisfiability testing
on GPGPUs. Assume a formula F , a TD T = (T, χ) of GF , and a node t of T .
Interestingly, every clause c ∈ Ft can then be represented with two bit vectors, namely
an occurrence vector occ and a sign vector sign, which both combined correspond to the
compact clause form (CCF) of c. To the end of defining this compact representation, let
idx : χ(t) → {0, . . . , |χ(t)|−1} be a bijective function that assigns each variable v ∈ χ(t) a
positional index from 0 to the number |χ(t)|−1 of variables minus one, thereby adhering to
some fixed total ordering of variables in χ(t). Since idx is bijective, we denote the inverse
of idx by idx−1. Then, the occurrence vector occ(c) for c is a sequence consisting of |χ(t)|
many bits such that whenever v ∈ var(c), the corresponding bit occ(c)idx(v) is set to 1 (and
to 0 otherwise). The sign vector sign(c) for c is of the same form as the occurrence vector
such that sign(c)idx(v) is set to 1 whenever ¬v ∈ c. Otherwise, bit sign(c)idx(v) is set to 0.
In order to test if an assignment satisfies a set of clauses in CCF, assignments must be in
a compact representation as well. Let A be an assignment over χ(t). Then, we compactly
represent A as an assignment vector A⃗ such that the i-th bit A⃗i of A for 0 ≤ i < |χ(t)|
corresponds to the truth value of the variable at position i in A, i.e., A⃗i = A(idx−1(i)).
▶ Proposition 3 (Correctness of CCF). Assume a formula F , a TD T = (T, χ) of GF as well
as a node t of T . Let further c ∈ Ft be a clause and A be any assignment over variables χ(t).
Then, A satisfies c if and only if val((A⃗ ⊕ sign(c)) & occ(c)) ≥ 1, where ⊕ and & denotes
the bit-wise XOR and AND operator, respectively.
▶ Example 4. Consider the clauses from Ex. 1: c1 = a∨b∨¬c, c2 = ¬b∨¬a, and c3 = a∨¬d.
Observe that for the given total ordering ⟨a, b, c, d⟩, there is only one unique positional index
function idx, defined by idx(a) := 0, idx(b) := 1, idx(c) := 2, and idx(d) := 3. Then,
the corresponding bit vectors are occ(c1) = 1110, occ(c2) = 1100, occ(c3) = 1001 and sign
vectors are sign(c1) = 0010, sign(c2) = 1100, sign(c3) = 0001.
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Now, let us check the assignment A = {a 7→ 0, b 7→ 1, c 7→ 0, d 7→ 1}. In bit vector
representation, this corresponds to A⃗ = 0101. For c1, we have that (A⃗ ⊕ sign(c1)) & occ(c1) =
(0101 ⊕ 0010)&1110 = 0110. Since val(0110) = 6 ≥ 1, A satisfies c1. Conversely, (A⃗ ⊕
sign(c3) & occ(c3) = (0101 ⊕ 0001)&1001 = 0000 indicates that A does not satisfy c3.
Observe that if we restrict ourselves to instances of treewidth below 64, the length of all
involved vectors discussed above is bounded by 64 as well. So, testing if a truth assignment
satisfies a clause can be efficiently implemented using 64-bit integers and bit-wise logic
operators on top. More concretely, a satisfiability check can be implemented on any 64-bit
hardware by only using one bit-wise XOR and one bit-wise AND operation for each clause
in Ft. Interestingly, both occurrence and sign vectors can be computed once per TD node t
and clause in Ft before actually invoking the GPGPU.
By carefully choosing the variable ordering (idx), we can ensure that the unique id of each
parallel GPGPU computation unit performing such checks is a prefix of the assignment vector
A. Consequently, the assignments tested in a single such computation unit only differs by a
few of their least significant bits, allowing the assignment vector to be efficiently constructed
by combining the unique id with a counter variable.
Achieving a form of parallelism using bit-wise instructions was used in the context
of SAT solving [35]. There, a single instruction operates on multi-bit variable values
representing multiple assignments. In our #SAT solver, multiple instruction operate on
multiple assignments where each thread works on exactly one assignment. We obtain the
assignments immediately from the thread id. Our compact representation of clauses minimizes
thread divergence by taking a constant number of instructions for varying number of literals
in a clause. In fact, small thread divergence is important for effective performance when
running massive parallel execution on the GPGPU and low overhead of the used caches.
Reducing GPGPU Copy Overhead via Global Caching
In the preliminaries, we outline a model counting algorithm based on dynamic programming.
The implementation in GPUSAT3 contains some steps that are performed on the GPGPU
and others on the host. Thus, for each node in the tree decomposition, one or more kernels
are executed which compute a table associated with the current node. Intuitively, if a kernel
invocation uses a table produced by a previous kernel, this data can remain in VRAM and
does not have to be copied to the host. If ideally VRAM was unlimited, no intermediate
memory transfers to the host memory (RAM) would be needed, except for the final result.
However, when tables become too large to store in VRAM alongside the next table, tables
are divided into multiple table chunks per node in order to make solving such nodes feasible.
Table chunks that are not currently needed are moved to main (host) memory, which is
typically larger than the available VRAM.
Copying tables from and back to the VRAM can take a significant portion of the overall
execution time. This leads to the idea of global caching: GPUSAT3 tries to keep whole
tables or table chunks in a cache that is managed globally, in the sense that it potentially
contains tables for several tree decomposition nodes at the same time. Thus, in the case that
some or all child tables chunks already reside in VRAM when solving a node, i.e., they are
cached, GPUSAT3 does not need to transfer them from host memory for solving. After
a kernel execution, the result is left in the cache if the table is needed later in the solving
process. More precisely, GPUSAT3 prefers to not transfer table chunks to the RAM until
solving is completed; instead tracking a repository of chunks in VRAM.
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Figure 1 Histogram of percentages of GPGPU runtime spent on data transfers (memcpy) grouped
in steps of 10% without global caching, using either Tree or Array data structure.
A chunk is deleted from the cache if (a) it is either no longer needed for solving subsequent
nodes or (b) the VRAM is used otherwise. The latter (b) is the case if a new table needs
more VRAM than available. In this scenario, all cache entries are evicted, since as much
VRAM as possible is needed for solving the current node. This effectively degrades the cache
to a local one, as only the currently needed table chunks can be kept. However, if tables are
in relation to the available VRAM sufficiently small, the algorithm can benefit from keeping
tables from both branches of a join node in the VRAM during the traversal. Ideally, this
prevents intermediate transfers from the VRAM to host memory, except for the final results.
Evaluation. To investigate the need for global caching, we analyze the following hypothesis.
▶ Hypothesis 1. GPUSAT3 spends large portions of runtime on GPGPU data transfers.
To evaluate Hypothesis 1, we use the nvprof profiler to determine how much GPGPU
runtime is spent for copying data to and from the GPGPU. We relate this time to the
total time spent in GPGPU functions during the solver run, as recorded by nvprof. This
represents the proportion of GPGPU runtime spent on data transfers instead of kernel
executions. For small instances, this ratio may not be representative, as their data structures
are typically very small. Constant costs like runtime initialization and memory allocation
could further distort the results in such cases. Consequently, we only consider instances with
a total solver runtime of at least 5s in one of the configurations. In each following comparison,
only instances successfully solved by both compared configurations are included.
First, we compare this ratio for GPUSAT3 with caching and pinned memory disabled
for both the Array and Tree data structures, executed on Desktop with an arbitrary
but fixed decomposition seed. Pinned memory is a technique to speed up data transfers
between GPGPU and host, which is disabled here and will be explained in more detail in the
next subsection. MCC2020-Track1 with a timeout of 600s is chosen as it contains many
instances with sufficient treewidth to necessitate transfers between GPGPU and host memory.
This allows us to get a baseline for the cost of data transfers without any optimizations. In
Fig. 1, we show the distribution of GPGPU runtime in data transfers among the applicable
instances of MCC2020-Track1 as a histogram. Clear differences are visible between the
Tree and Array data structures: With Tree, two clusters are visible at ≤ 20% and
50% − 70%. No instance uses more than 70% of GPGPU runtime in memcpy. With Array,
at least 60% is used, with the highest number of instances spending 80% − 90%. Based on
this experiment, we can confirm that a large portion of runtime is taken up by data transfers,
assuming most work is done on the GPGPU. The Tree structure results in smaller relative
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Figure 2 Histograms of percentages of GPGPU runtime spent in memcpy with and without
caching. Only instances of MCC2020-Track1 which are solved in both configurations with a
runtime of at least 5s in one are considered. Results are given for the Array and Tree data
structure, (left) and (right), respectively.
transfer times than using Array. This could be due to their smaller average size [29], longer
kernel runtimes or a combination of both. Nevertheless, a large portion of instances spend a
proportion of at least 40%, as well.
To alleviate this issue, we propose global caching as described above. In order to evaluate
the effectiveness of our global cache, which avoids data transfers and reuses (cached) tables
within the GPGPU memory, we consider the following hypothesis.
▶ Hypothesis 2. Caching reduces the proportion of time GPUSAT3 spends on data transfers.
We assess Hypothesis 2 with the same method as previously used for Hypothesis 1, where
we run GPUSAT3 for both data structures, with and without caching. The results are
presented in Fig. 2, which confirms this hypothesis: Considering the Array configuration,
the number of instances spending 80%−90% in memcpy is greatly reduced, many presumably
shifting to the 70% − 80% bucket. Interestingly, while without caching no instance spent less
than 60% of its runtime on data transfers, a number of instances achieves using less than
10% with caching. In these cases, global caching avoids most transfers altogether. This is
in-line with our expectations: While the usefulness of the global cache is degraded when
all GPGPU memory is needed for solving, instances which mostly produce small tables can
benefit significantly. With the Tree data structure, we see a similar trend of instances
spending less time in memcpy. However, the effect is not as strong as with Array. Again,
we believe this is due to the Tree already using GPGPU memory more efficiently, leading
to smaller transfers which take less time relative to kernel executions.
The Effect of Cuda Pinned Memory
To speed up data transfer between host memory and GPGPU memory, the Cuda driver offers
an API that allows the use of pinned memory pages (also known as page-locked memory)
when allocating host memory [43, 10]. Pinned memory pages reside in a fixed physical
location of the host memory and cannot be moved, e.g., swapped out, by the operating
system (OS). This guarantee allows the Cuda driver to perform data transfers to and from
these regions through its direct memory access (DMA) engine. Through DMA hardware,
neither the CPU, nor the OS are involved in transferring data. So, no checks for the validity
of memory pages through the OS kernel are needed, since physical page locations are fixed.
Pinned memory has already been utilized in the literature. Quirem et al. [45] implement
a GPGPU-accelerated version of an algorithm used in the HMMER framework [30] for
identifying homologous protein sequences using Cuda. The authors report a 20% speed
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Figure 3 Histograms of percentages of GPGPU runtime spent on data transfers (memcpy) grouped
in steps of 10%, with and without pinned memory. Only instances of MCC2020-Track1 which are
solved in both configurations with a runtime of at least 5s in one are considered. Results are given
for both the Array (left) data structure as well as the Tree (right) data structure.
up by using pinned memory. Similarly, Fatica [20] demonstrates significant performance
improvements for LINPACK with pinned memory. However, allocating pinned memory incurs
additional overhead compared to regular allocations of main memory [32]. Additionally, if
a large portion of the physical system memory is pinned, overall performance is degraded.
Moreover, when using pinned memory, the Cuda driver enforces a shared virtual address
space for allocations in host memory and GPGPU memory, which is referred to as Cuda
Unified Memory. Aside from pinned memory, this feature is used for handling data transfers
between CPU and GPGPU memory implicitly by the driver, as a convenience for the
programmer. Consequently, the overhead of unified memory applies as well. Jarzabek et
al. [37] investigated the performance of unified memory, overall finding it to have only a
small impact. Nevertheless, especially many small allocations increased the performance
overhead. We mitigate the performance degradation of repeatedly allocating and freeing
pinned memory by employing a so-called sub-allocator. This sub-allocator is responsible for
caching pinned memory allocations, handing out memory allocations from an existing pool
and only allocating additional memory when needed [36].
Evaluation
We evaluate the potential for performance improvements through achieving faster data
transfers which is counteracted by the additional overhead of pinned memory allocation.
The Potential of Pinned Memory. As a first step, we consider the potential speedup of
pinned memory without considering the cost for its allocation.
▶ Hypothesis 3. With pinned memory, GPUSAT3 reduces the proportion of time spent on
copying data to and from the GPGPU.
In order to analyze this hypothesis, we measure the proportion of time the GPGPU
spends for memory transfers with and without pinned memory for both the Array and
Tree data structures. The experiment is conducted on Desktop with a maximal runtime
of 600s for each instance of MCC2020-Track1. Chunk caching, i.e., leaving solution data
in GPGPU memory if possible, is disabled to measure the impact of pinned memory in
isolation. The results are shown in Fig. 3 as histograms of the ratio of GPGPU runtime used
for copying memory to the total GPGPU runtime, given in percent. We apply the same
criteria for selecting instances for the comparison as in Sect. 3. For the Array data structure
(left), we see that without pinned memory, most memory transfers take up as much as 80%
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to 90% of the GPGPU runtime on some instances. All instances spend at least 60% for
copying memory by means of memcpy. With pinned memory, the majority consumes around
50% to 60% GPGPU runtime for copying, some less, with at most ≈ 80%. When using the
Tree data structure (right) and no pinned memory, the proportion is generally lower and
corresponds to the baseline distribution established in Fig. 1. With pinned memory, the
distribution shifts to spend significantly less time in memcpy. Additionally, many instances
have a copy to execution time ratio below 10%, while no instance has more than 50%. In
conclusion, we see that pinned memory reduces the time used for data transfers significantly
regardless of data structure. The smaller size of the Tree data structure compared to Array
results in a smaller proportion of GPGPU runtime spent copying.
The Benefit of Pinned Memory. For the benefit of faster memory transfers to result in
improved solver performance, it needs to outweigh the overhead of pinned memory allocation.
▶ Hypothesis 4. Employing pinned memory decreases the runtime of the solver GPUSAT3.
To test this hypothesis, we consider the runtime for the instances of MCC2020-Track1
with and without pinned memory. We run GPUSAT3 for both the Array and the Tree
data structure on MCC2020-Track1 for up to 600s on Server. Global caching is enabled
to determine if pinned memory further improves solver runtime on top of caching. In Fig. 4,
we compare the differences in runtime on a per-instance basis with an arbitrary but fixed
decomposition seed. For instances where the runtime differs by more than ≥ 1% of the
unpinned runtime, the difference is marked by an arrow as described in the figure caption.
With both the Array and Tree data structures, especially long-running instances
benefit from pinned memory, while the allocation overhead amounts to an overall longer
runtime on small instances. The configuration using the Array data structure (left) benefits
more from pinned memory on instances with long runtimes compared to the Tree (right)
configuration. We attribute this to the capability of the Tree structure to grow as needed,
leading to smaller transfers than with the Array data structure on average. Conversely,
the size of Arrays grows with the number of variables in a node regardless of its solution
count. Moreover, fewer small instances are negatively impacted by pinned memory when
using Tree, presumably because of smaller allocations incurring less overhead.
Overall, we have shown that pinned memory can speed up the solving process for instances
where large memory transfers are needed. For small instances and depending on the data
structure, its additional allocation overhead can outweigh the faster transfer times however.
By comparing the improvement in data transfer times seen in Fig. 3 with overall solver
performance in Fig. 4, we see that this mostly translates to improvements in runtime for
larger instances, where the sub-allocator can serve most allocations. Thus, the addition of
pinned memory is beneficial in most cases, although using the Tree data structure often
mitigates the need for large memory transfers, lessening the impact of pinned memory.
4 The Influence of Decomposition Libraries
In this section, we focus on Step 2 of the dynamic programming approach, as defined in
the preliminaries. Thereby, we compare several available implementations for finding tree
decompositions and their effect on solver runtime in order to efficiently employ these libraries.
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Figure 4 Comparison of runtime over the instances of the MCC2020-Track1 data set with
and without pinned memory. Downward (green) arrows denote an improvement in runtime with
pinned memory, upward (red) arrows indicate a longer runtime with pinned memory. Results for
the Array and Tree data structure are given (left) and (right) respectively.
Finding Tree Decompositions
Quickly finding a tree decomposition with a small width is crucial for the performance of
GPUSAT3. Utilizing a tree decomposition of smaller width not only improves worst-case
runtime of our algorithm, but also exponentially decreases memory requirements. This
is paramount for the practical efficiency: Once certain tables do not fit into the GPGPU
memory, larger chunks of data have to be swapped to the host memory (RAM), thereby
increasing processing time. Inconveniently, finding the treewidth of a graph represents a
NP-hard problem itself [2]. An algorithm for obtaining tree decompositions of small, bounded
width in linear time has been developed, but its runtime complexity contains constant factors
too large for practical use [4]. To the best of our knowledge, there are no practically feasible,
fast algorithms with such low time complexity. Thus, the time spent on finding a tree
decomposition of low treewidth and running the dynamic programming algorithm must be
balanced. To find a suitable decomposer for computing tree decompositions we compared the
3 top-ranked submissions to the heuristic competition of track A of the “Parameterized Algo-
rithms and Computational Experiments Challenge” in 2017 (Pace17) [13]: tamaki by Keitaro
Makii, Hiromu Ohtsuka, Takuto Sato, Hisao Tamaki (Meiji University), github.com/TCS-
Meiji/PACE2017-TrackA, flowcutter [50] by Ben Strasser (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology),
and htd [1] by Michael Abseher, Nysret Musliu, Stefan Woltran (TU Wien). As a first step,
we compare the obtained widths and speed of the three decomposers above.
▶ Hypothesis 5. Given a long processing time, the rank by best decomposition width reflects
the placement in Pace17 in MCC2020-Track1: 1. tamaki, 2. flowcutter, and 3. htd.
In Fig. 5 (left), we compare the lowest width found by the implementations in 600s for
the MCC2020-Track1 instances on Cluster. For each instance and each decomposer, we
obtain 10 decompositions with varying seeds. In the following analysis, the best result of these
runs is considered. Although flowcutter ranked better than htd in Pace17, it consistently
produces higher widths than htd and tamaki in our benchmark. Note however, that we
use the more recent htd 1.2. The decomposer tamaki generates lower widths than htd for
most instances, with some outliers. For small widths up to ≈ 30, the difference between
htd and tamaki is noticeable but small for most instances. With wider widths, flowcutter
performs much worse than htd and tamaki. Overall, the relative performance of htd and
tamaki matches our expectations of Hypothesis 5. However, flowcutter performs significantly
worse than its competitors, which might be due to the size and structure of our instances.
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Figure 5 Best decomposition width for MCC2020-Track1 instances of different implementations;
ordered by asc. best width. The plots show the widths obtained after 600s (left) and 15s (right).
As htd was chosen in GPUSAT2 for being fast, we suspect the above results to change
when restricting the implementations to shorter runtimes. Thus, we repeat the above
analysis in Fig. 5 (right), but consider the respective best result found after only 15 seconds.
GPUSAT3 with htd usually takes less than one second for computing the tree decomposition
for most solvable instances of MCC2020-Track1. Nonetheless, we believe that 15s would
be a realistic time budget for implementations that cannot be tightly integrated into the
solver as a library. Compared with Fig. 5 (left), we see the advantage of tamaki over htd
shrinking. For some instances, htd produces smaller decompositions than tamaki, which
generates either a very wide or no decomposition at all. Decomposer flowcutter still produces
the widest decompositions for most instances. Consequently, tamaki generates the best results
for most instances, even with constrained time. However, there are cases where only htd
produces a decomposition of usable width. Since the advantage of tamaki is small at low
runtimes and htd is available as a C++ library, we keep it as the primary implementation
in GPUSAT3 for convenience. In the future, a portfolio of implementations with a tuned
heuristic of the time spent searching for a decomposition could yield better results [17].
The Performance Impact of Decompositions
Recall that we have already investigated the benefit of finding tree decompositions of small
width, based on worst-case time and space bounds. To justify this claim, we now explore the
performance impact of the chosen tree decomposition during solving in practice.
▶ Hypothesis 6. The solving time of GPUSAT3 strongly correlates with the decomposition
width and only to a lesser extent depends on the instance.
We investigate the connection of decomposition width and solving time by creating a set of
different tree decompositions for select instances. To find suitable instances, we first compute
10 tree decompositions per instance of MCC2020-Track1 with each of the implementations:
tamaki, flowcutter and htd. Each run is allowed 600s of wall clock time on Cluster. From
MCC2020-Track1, we select a subset of instances where we find at least one decomposition
with a width between 25 and 35. These bounds are chosen because instances with a width
larger than 35 are mostly unsolvable on our hardware. Conversely, if the decomposition
width is too low, the solving process is usually very fast and dominated by set-up time. Thus,
measuring runtime differences is not meaningful outside of this range. By applying this
criterion, we obtain a set of 62 instances for our evaluation. Then, we measure the solving
time for each decomposition of the selected instances with GPUSAT3 on Server. The
version of GPUSAT3 used in this experiment already includes the improvements introduced
in the course of this paper. For each instance, 10 decompositions are obtained by each
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Figure 6 GPUSAT3 solving time ts in seconds by decomposition width w (left) and by instance
(right). On the left, runs of the same instance are colored in the same color, but different instances
may have the same color. On the right, instances are ordered by their respective lowest decomposition
width, which is marked as a dashed grey line.
decomposer, amounting to 1860 decompositions in total. Since we are interested in the
behaviour of the GPGPU solving algorithm rather than overall runtime compared to other
solvers, we use the time spent in the solving step as reported by GPUSAT3. This time is
referred to by solving time and excludes parsing and preprocessing steps.
In Fig. 6 (left), we show the results of this experiment as a plot of solving time and
decomposition width, colored by instance. We observe a general trend of increasing solving
time with larger decomposition width. Moreover, the plot can be roughly divided in three
sections: Up to a width of ≈ 22, the solving time consistently stays below one second, without
major variations for different widths. For widths between ≈ 23 and ≈ 38, solving time
correlates with decomposition width. However, large differences in solving time occur among
decompositions of equal widths, sometimes by multiple orders of magnitude. For larger
decompositions, all runs either time out or exhaust the resources of Server, which is also
shown as a timeout. This observation supports our focus on instances with decompositions
of widths between 25 and 35 for this experiment: The runtime for small decompositions is
dominated by set-up costs and parallel GPGPU resources are not saturated, thus it does not
vary significantly. For decompositions of high width, resource and time limits are quickly
exceeded. While this experiment clearly demonstrates a correlation between decomposition
width and solving time as indicated by theoretical bounds, there is a large spread of runtimes
for decompositions of the same width. For example, runtimes for the width 28 span from
sub-1s to almost 100s. When looking at the distribution of instances, which are indicated
by color, we see that runs of the same instance often form clusters. Through the different
marker symbols, we see that distinct clusters of the same color mostly originate from different
composers. Conversely, most clusters only contain runs of one decomposer and instance.
This indicates that the variance in runtime is low for the same instance and decomposer.
However, this view does not immediately reveal solving times of all runs of the same instance.
Thus, we visualize this perspective in Fig. 6 (right). The plot shows solving times for
every generated decomposition of each instance as specified in the figure caption. Similarly
to the by-width perspective Fig. 6 (left), runtimes for decompositions generated by the
same decomposer often appear clustered. However, this effect appears less pronounced for
decompositions generated by flowcutter. For many instances, tamaki appears to generate the
best-performing decompositions. This is in line with our findings above. Some instances,
especially those of smaller width, show very similar runtimes for all decompositions. However,
in most cases, runtimes are clearly separated for the decomposers. As instances are sorted by
their best generated decomposition width, a trend of increasing runtime with width is visible.
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Figure 7 Performance of GPUSAT3 compared GPUSAT2 and other state-of-the-art systems.
In the cactus plot (right) instances are sorted for each solver individually, according to ascending
runtime. The scatter plot (left) compares instance runtimes of GPUSAT3 with GPUSAT2.
This indicates that the width of a decomposition is a better predictor for solver runtime
than the given instance, as stated in Hypothesis 6. Nonetheless, runtimes vary among
decompositions of the same width, so treewidth is not the sole estimate for instance hardness
of GPUSAT3. Thus, detailed structural studies are left for further research, cf. [41].
5 Overall Results
Next, we evaluate the combined result of the presented techniques above by comparing the
performance of GPUSAT3 to GPUSAT2, d4 [39], c2d [11], nus-bareganak [22], and
ganak [49]. The systems d4, c2d, and nus-bareganak are among the best solvers of
the Model Counting Competition 2020 [22] (MCC 2020). At time of submission, the full
instance set of the 2021 competition was not publicly available [21]. d4 and c2d are based on
knowledge compilation, while nus-bareganak is a portfolio of solvers: First, they run the
B+E preprocessor [38], followed by ganak. If ganak does not produce a result in a chosen
timeout, ApproxMC [7] is used. As no external preprocessing is used with the other solvers,
pure ganak is included for reference. We run all solvers for up to 1800s for each instance of
MCC2020-Track1+2 on Server. All solvers are used in their default configuration: c2d
and d4 ran with flags to enable counting, otherwise no additional arguments where supplied.
The number of solved instances, ordered by instance runtime, is shown in Fig. 7 (right).
The total number of solved instances per solver is listed in Tab. 1. For low runtimes,
GPUSAT3 establishes a clear lead over the other solvers. Given more time, GPUSAT2
approaches GPUSAT3 and d4, c2d surpass GPUSAT3. nus-bareganak delivers similar
performance to c2d until ApproxMC is used, where it surpasses the other solvers. Note that
the results of ApproxMC are within ±30% of the correct count with 80% probability [7].
In practice, not only the number of eventually solved instances is relevant, but also the
time in which they are solved. Thus, we define a baseline set of benchmarks, which are the
instances that are solved by all solvers except pure ganak, thereby enabling meaningful
comparisons of solving time. ganak is excluded to maintain a meaningful baseline set
size. Tab. 1 lists the accumulated runtime for each solver, for 50%, 90%, 95% and 100% of
instances of both the baseline set and all of a solver’s respective solved instances. When
comparing with respect to the baseline set, we obtain an 8x speedup in accumulated runtime
of GPUSAT3 over GPUSAT2, 11x over c2d, and over 10x speedup over nus-bareganak.
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Table 1 Solved instances and accumulated runtimes for the fastest n% of solved instances for
each surveyed solver. In the second row for each solver, accumulated runtime is compared with
respect to a baseline set of 161 instances, which are solved by all except ganak. ⋆ the portfolio










GPUSAT2 229 5:56:06 3:05:47 1:51:28 0:09:13
. . . on baseline 161 2:26:36 1:00:06 0:36:32 0:06:38
GPUSAT3 247 3:05:58 0:43:40 0:27:12 0:07:01
. . . on baseline 161 0:18:08 0:13:00 0:11:03 0:04:51
d4 256 1 day, 2:30:28 20:57:09 16:39:14 1:59:09
. . . on baseline 161 15:54:58 12:09:37 9:21:47 0:53:41
c2d 265 12:25:56 8:20:19 6:21:38 0:39:15
. . . on baseline 161 3:29:07 2:16:12 1:40:38 0:13:16
nus-bareganak 351⋆ 1 day, 21:47:59 1 day, 14:21:25 1 day, 7:41:05 1:33:55
. . . on baseline 161 3:12:16 1:57:25 1:30:17 0:17:53
ganak 161 11:26:48 9:05:15 7:28:31 0:53:24
GPUSAT3+d4 304 7:36:44 3:36:43 1:58:31 0:09:05
. . . on baseline 161 0:18:08 0:13:00 0:11:03 0:04:51
GPUSAT3+c2d 309 8:45:15 4:30:15 2:35:57 0:09:23
. . . on baseline 161 0:18:08 0:13:00 0:11:03 0:04:51
To combine the capability of d4 and c2d with the speed of GPUSAT3, we define the
portfolios GPUSAT3+d4 and GPUSAT3+c2d to use GPUSAT3 for instances with a
decomposition width of ≤ 35 and d4 resp. c2d otherwise. The time to calculate the width
is negligible and therefore not included in the runtime of instances solved with the portfolio
solvers. To generate the decomposition we use htd as used in GPUSAT3. As shown in
Tab. 1, the portfolio solvers are very successful: Not only do they solve significantly more
instances than d4 and c2d alone, but accomplish this in significantly less accumulated
runtime. As expected, GPUSAT3+d4 and GPUSAT3+c2d achieve the same performance
on the baseline set as GPUSAT3, which overall either solves instances extremely fast or fails.
With the availability of advanced hardware with larger GPGPU memory, we expect that
due to global caching, GPUSAT3 solves instances that currently reach a timeout. External
preprocessing as used in nus-bareganak could further improve the results, cf. [29].
6 Conclusion and Future Work
Efficiently solving problems related to propositional model counting is critical for a range
of applications such as probabilistic reasoning. To accelerate solving, the massively par-
allel computing capabilities of general purpose GPUs (GPGPUs) can be leveraged by a
dynamic programming based algorithm. Our system GPUSAT3 builds on top of ideas
from GPUSAT2, where we implement algorithmic improvements and techniques for better
hardware utilization. We describe a new, hardware-friendly compact clause form, a global
caching strategy, as well as pinned memory, and systematically evaluate impacts on solving
performance. Additionally, we survey a range of libraries for generating tree decompositions
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and show their performance impact as well. Compared to GPUSAT2, our overall results
show that GPUSAT3 solves all instances faster, sometimes by an order of magnitude. While
GPUSAT3 is designed for bounded treewidth, it complements d4 and c2d in a portfolio
approach; significantly enhancing the overall performance compared to the individual solvers.
In the future, we plan on migrating portions of the solver code to GPGPU kernel code.
Additionally, we are interested in the scalability of GPUSAT3 when using multiple GPGPUs.
To the best of our knowledge, currently there is no way to limit the number of parallel compute
cores a program can utilize, preventing such experiments with a single device. Alternatives
include frequency and voltage scaling [31] and dynamic transformation to a CPU program [19],
both options have probably different scaling characteristics than the addition of parallel
compute cores. Furthermore, techniques used in other dynamic programming based solvers
such as addmc [15] could be brought to the GPGPU. Conversely, integrating GPUSAT3
into other solvers for solving sub-problems of small treewidth might be beneficial. Finally,
GPGPU-based approaches might be applicable to formalisms such as argumentation [23],
logic programming [33], or description logics [24], despite strong theoretical limits [25].
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